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MESSAGE

I am happy to be a part of the World Conference on Multidisciplinary Research & Innovation (WCMRI-19) to be
held in Singapore - The Lion City on October 24th and 25th 2019. I wish to convey my felicitations to the organizers
and to all the participating delegates for their input into the successful planning and execution of proceedings
of the two days deliberations among the scientists, engineers, and technocrats. It gives students/ scholars/
academicians/ industrialists/ experts from various agencies a right platform to have an insight into various
contemporary professional issues with due regard to the present trend of multi-disciplinary, in true sense,
a transdisciplinary application for holistic and sustainable development of the world class society as a whole.
This world conference is rightly being organized in this epoch of demand of all disciplines including Social sciences
and Humanities, Global studies, Physical and Life sciences, Engineering and Technology, Health and medicine,
Business and Economics etc. to culminate and contribute holistically in all countries world over to deal with
ever-increasing demand of the human kind for sustainable development of the world. With the acceleration in
the efforts of interaction of almost all Industries and Institutes in the recent times by the initiative of various
Government and Non-Government organizations throughout the world, I hope that this conference provides
informative and innovative ideas to all the participants. Ground-breaking deliberations of various scholars and
experts will further inspire the current and future generations to contribute their best. I look forward to the
recommendations of the deliberations as useful inputs towards better understanding of the problems, issues,
challenges and probable initiatives.
I extend my warm greetings to all the participants and best wishes for a grand success of the above Conference
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